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PADDED SLING FURNITURE HIGHLIGHTS  Featured on all Homecrest padded sling collections.

Our padded sling seating option features a triple layer sling with slight padding for added comfort. This attractive chair with distinctive 

silhouette stitching gives you not only a comfortable sit, but is also a stylish addition to your backyard or patio. The padded sling seating 

option expands your fabric options to include cushion or acrylic fabrics in addition to our slingable fabrics. Like the sling seating option, 

when selecting the padded sling seating option, you will need to select a welt or binding color. Homecrest padded slings are backed by 

an industry-leading five-year residential/two-year commercial warranty.
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PADDED SLING

PADDED SLING CONSTRUCTION

Padded slings are constructed in four layers: the front fabric, a layer of polyester fiber 

fill for comfort, a layer of PVC material for strength and the backing sling fabric.

SILHOUETTE STITCHING

Top stitching of the silhouette detail is done before adding the back fabric for a clean 

finished look. The perimeter stitch not only creates a striking design aesthetic, but also 

allows for quicker drying than traditional padded channels.

BACKING FABRIC SELECTION

Padded slings provide the opportunity to use all Sunbrella®, Outdura® and 

Ultraleather® acrylic/polyurethane fabrics on the seating surface. If a fabric has been 

selected from one of those swatch books, a slingable fabric must be selected for the 

back of the padded sling; this provides the durability of a sling when combined with the 

top layer fabric.

WELTING

Padded sling construction is finished with a sewn-on welt. Welting is attached with a 

third sew line to combine the multiple layers of fabric. Welting color will default to the 

frame finish color unless an alternate welt color is selected.


